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General Rules & Ethos 
 

Naval games should be fun – not a maths and bookkeeping exam!!!!! 

 

Round all fractions of a half or more ‘up’, all others ‘down’. Measure all ranges and 

distances from ‘bow to bow’ of the ship model or counter.  

 

Look, it’s a game. They’re your mates. Don’t be picky… 

 

Sequence Of Play 
 

a) Dice for initiative.  

b) Resolve any changes in weather, lay smoke, dissipate smoke 

c) Resolve visibility / location of ships and aircraft 

d) Both sides launch torpedoes, missiles and aircraft.  

e) SS surface or dive. 

f) Side A moves all its ships, then Side B. 

g) Side A moves all torpedoes, aircraft or missiles, then recovers aircraft, then Side 

B. 

h) Adjudicate any mine explosions or sweeping or ramming caused by movement 

i) Resolve any grapples 

j) Resolve any air to air combat 

k) Resolve any AA fire (including goalkeeper fire at missiles) 

l) Resolve any ASW fire 

m) Resolve any missile / bomb / torpedo hits / impacts 

n) Resolve any gunnery 

o) Resolve any boarding combats 

p) Resolve any repairs 

q) Resolve anything not above e.g. communication, submarine evasion. 

 

Squadron Rules (‘Jutland In An Evening’) 
 

Stick several of the same class ships onto a base and count the combined value as if two x 

ships of the type. E.g. a squadron of five cruisers counts as one ‘double strength’ cruiser.  
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Ship SDs 
 

Each ship (or shore fort or battery) needs a ‘ship description’ (SD) to define and describe 

its characteristics. Agree with players before your start and amend to what works. 

 

Name: What it’s called e.g. ‘HMS Victory’. We tend to use historical ships, but 

sometimes historical classes with fictional names, e.g. CL ‘HMS Artemis’. Aircraft and 

similar  counters can simply be numbered.  

 

Speed: in knots / band. 1”move = About 10 knots max speed; 2” about 20 knots max; 3” 

about 30 knots max etc 

 

Port Broadside: Weapons able to fire to the port (left) side. Judiciously calculate as 

follows:- 

 

Siege engines: one point per 5 launchers (double if have ‘Greek Fire’ capability).  

   Cannon (muzzleloading): 1 pt per ten actual cannon.  

   Guns (breechloading): Main armament: 1 point for each 5” of gun size X number  

of guns to give a number of points. E.g. 8 X 15” = 24 pts. Secondary 

armament: As primary formula – ignore all guns less than 4” size for 

secondary. Double the gun points value for modern post c.1970 quick fire 

‘automatic’ guns. Adjust for C.19
th

 solid-shot types to choice. Count MG, 

cannon etc on boats as ‘siege engines’. 

Starboard Broadside: See above – but on the ship’s right side. 

 

A carrier’s ‘armament’ is usually its flight deck. When this is reduced to zero it may no 

longer operate aircraft. WWII era fleet carriers have c.5 pts fore, 5pts aft (enabling it to 

launch and receive a wave each), escort carriers 5 fore/aft combined (to launch or receive 

a wave) – modern carriers c.6 fore and aft (etc). Modify per type. 

 

Bow And Stern Able: A fixed value (Y or N). Defines limited arcs of fire for turrets. 

Factor out piddling numbers of fixed bow guns and chasers – unless there are lots!! 

Generally, with turret armed ships the bow or stern ‘ability’ will be half the broadside, 

but not always. E.g. a ship with 8 X 8” guns on turrets (value 13) could fire all points to 

port or starboard, but only 4 guns (value 7) to bow or stern. Secondary armament is 

broadside only – unless stated otherwise.  

 

Torpedoes And Missiles: 1 weapon per tube or launcher ‘bank’. This will need adjusting 

to ensure the accurate and playable representation of the type. Add here a ship’s ASW 

weapon capabilities - which is generally the same as it’s ECM rating. 
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AA: A points value based on type. 1 for up to a WWII Destroyer size (hereafter called 

‘DD’); 2 to 4 for cruisers; 6 to 8 for battleships and carriers (etc).  Each separate AA 

missile launcher/system equals 3 AA points. Ships able to also use their main armament 

in an AA role DOUBLE their AA value (but obviously can’t fire their main weapons in 

both modes during the same turn). 

 

ECM: The ship/aircraft’s ECM capabilities. 0 = none. WWII era radar = 1. Post 1960 

type radar/ECM suite = 2. Modern computer suites etc = 3. C.21
st
 integrated systems = 4. 

 

Aircraft: ‘Waves’ of aircraft carried. Ignore spotter planes (see below) and ASW 

helicopters, which count in these rules as ‘very mobile ASW weapons’. Divide the total 

of aircraft carried by 5 and list types. Adjust fractions to ensure best representation. 

Aircraft can be represented by counters. This is also a good way to represent ‘waves’ of 

MTB etc. 

 

Motive Left: The number of ‘motive points’ left – 1, 2 or 3 (submarines have a maximum 

of 2 motive due to their fragility). Damage will reduce a ship’s motive capabilities. 

 

Hull Left: The number of hull points the ship has left - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (etc). To 

calculate add 1 point per 2000 tons (for warships), per 4000 tons (for merchant hulls). 

Double these points if a wooden ship (they’re resilient and tend to float) – for hybrid 

types multiply by 1.5. All metal surface ships ‘DD’ size or larger must have at least 2 hull 

boxes. 

 

Armour: For metal based ships only. This is a fixed value depending on type. 0 up to 

light cruisers; c.2-5 for heavy cruisers, carriers or battlecruisers; c.8-10 for battleships. 

Adjust to fit the type – ACW era wood or ‘cotton-clads’ could be given an armour value 

of ‘1’.  

 

Crew Left: 1 2 3 4 (etc) Allocate one crew unit per 200 crew (exclude aircrew). Note here 

any marine units as a separate total. All metal surface ships of ‘DD’ size or larger have at 

least 2 crew. Ignore all enslaved oarsmen – they’re simply chained up motive power.  

 

Notes: Other useful info, e.g. whether the ship has below waterline ‘torpedo belt’ armour, 

spotter planes, ‘Exceptional’ or ‘Poor’ crews, dates available, rams, spar torpedoes, 

changes on refits and so forth. 

 

Want example SDs – mail us via the website!
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SD EXAMPLES 

 

Name: Falco (Galley) 

Speed: 1” 

Port broadside: 1 X siege engine pt  

Starboard broadside: 1 X siege engine pt 

Bow and stern able:  Y – bow only 

Torps and missiles: N/A 

AA: N/A 

ECM: 0 

Aircraft: N/A  

Motive left: 1 2 3 

Hull left: 1 2 3 

Armour: 0 

Crew left: 1 2 + 1 x marine 

Notes: Ram. Oars and sail. C.50BCE 

 

Name: HMS Victory (1
st
 rate man o’ war) 

Speed: 1” 

Port broadside: 5 cannon pts  

Starboard broadside: 5 cannon pts 

Bow and stern able: N 

Torps and missiles: 0 

AA: N 

ECM: 0  

Aircraft: 0 

Motive left: 1 2 3 

Hull left: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

Armour: N/A. 

Crew left: 1 2 3 4 5 

Notes: Exceptional crew. C.1805  

 

Name: HMS Warrior (Sail ironclad) 

Speed: 1” 

Port broadside: 2 X cannon pts, 4 X 6” gun points.  

Starboard broadside: 2 X cannon pts, 4 X 6” gun points.  

Bow and stern able: N 

Torps and missiles: 0 

AA: N 

ECM: 0  

Aircraft: 0 

Motive left: 1 2 3 

Hull left: 1 2 3 4 5 6   

Armour: 3 

Crew left: 1 2 3  

Notes: Steam and sail power. C.1860  
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Merchantman MV Tower Hill 

Speed: 2” 

Port broadside: N/A  

Starboard broadside: N/A 

Bow and stern able:  N/A 

Torps and missiles: N/A 

AA: 1 

ECM: 0 

Aircraft: 0  

Motive left: 1 2 3 

Hull left: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16  

Armour: 0 

Crew left: 1 2  

Notes: C.1940 

 

Type VII U-Boat U37 (SS) 

Speed: 1” 

Port broadside: N/A  

Starboard broadside: N/A 

Bow and stern able:  Y 

Torps and missiles: 1 X torp or mine layer. 

AA: 1 

ECM: 0 

Aircraft: 0  

Motive left: 1 2 

Hull left: 1   

Armour: 0 

Crew left: 1   

Notes: Exceptional crew. C.1940. Can fire torp to bow or stern only. No ASW. 

 

HMS Ark Royal (CA) 

Speed: 3” 

Port broadside: 5 pts of flight deck fore 

Starboard broadside: 5 pts of flight aft 

Bow and stern able:  N/A  

Torps and missiles: 0 

AA: 6 

ECM: 1 (0 before 1941) 

Aircraft: 8 X waves (fighters, dive bombers, torp bombers)  

Motive left: 1 2 3 

Hull left: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11    

Armour: 4 

Crew left: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7      

Notes: C.1941. Can launch 1 wave and recover 1 wave a turn. 
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Name: KMS Bismarck 

Speed: 3” 

Port broadside: 24 X 15”= 24 pts. Secondary: 6 X 6” = 7pts. 

Starboard broadside: 24 X 15”. Secondary: 6 X 6”. 

Bow and stern able: (Y – main armament only) 

Torps and missiles: 0 

AA: 10 

ECM: 1 

Aircraft: 0 

Motive left: 1 2 3 

Hull left: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Armour: 10 

Crew left: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Notes: Spotter planes. Torpedo belt armour. C.1941 

 

HMS Overlord (SS) 

Speed: 2” 

Port broadside: N/A  

Starboard broadside: N/A 

Bow and stern able:  N 

Torps and missiles: 1 X torp FW firing anti-ship missiles OR guided torps 

AA: 0 

ECM: 3 

Aircraft: 0  

Motive left: 1 2 

Hull left: 1 2   

Armour: 0 

Crew left: 1   

Notes: C.1982. Nuclear submarine. Can use torps and missiles for ASW. 

 

Name: HMS Phoebe 

Speed: 3” 

Port broadside: 2 X 5” = 4 pts           ) -  OR 1 X missile launcher 

Starboard broadside: 4 X 5” = 4pts   ) 

Bow and stern able: (Y – bow only) 

Torps and missiles: See above. 1 X ASW missile launcher. 

AA: 3 (1 X launcher) 

ECM: 3 

Aircraft: 0 

Motive left: 1 2 3 

Hull left: 1 2  

Armour: 0 

Crew left: 1 2 

Notes: 1 X ASW Helicopter, C.1980. 
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Name: USS Enterprise  

Speed: 3” 

Port broadside: 7 pts of flight deck fore 

Starboard broadside: 7 pts of flight deck aft 

Bow and stern able:  N/A  

Torps and missiles: 0 

AA: 20 

ECM: 3 (4 c.2000+) 

Aircraft: 15 X waves (2 X AWACS, 3 X VTOL strike aircraft, 2 X helicopters + 8 X 

supersonic strike aircraft)  

Motive left: 1 2 3 

Hull left: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38     

Armour: 2 

Crew left: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15        

Notes: C.1982. Can launch 3 wave and recover 2 wave a turn. No ASW. 

 

Name: USS Belknap  

Speed: 3” 

Port broadside: 1 X 5” auto = 2pts 

Starboard broadside: 1 X 5” auto = 2pts 

Bow and stern able:  Y - stern only  

Torps and missiles: 1 X 360° Torp, 2 X 360° Missile launchers 

AA: 5 (1 X launcher + 2 X guns) 

ECM: 3 (4 c.2000+) 

Aircraft: 1 X ASW helicopter 

Motive left: 1 2 3 

Hull left: 1 2 3 4     

Armour: 2 

Crew left: 1 2        

Notes: C.1982 + Can use torps and missiles for ASW 

 

Name: ‘Typhoon’ Class Red October  

Speed: 3” (submerged), 1” (surfaced), 2” (caterpillar drive) 

Port broadside: N/A 

Starboard broadside: N/A 

Bow and stern able:  Bow only 

Torps and missiles: ICBM. 1 X Torp tube fwd. 

AA: N/A 

ECM: 3 (4 if using caterpillar drive) 

Aircraft: N/A 

Motive left: 1 2 3 

Hull left: 1 2       

Armour: 0 

Crew left: 1 2 3          

Notes: Nuclear. C.1982+ . Fictional vessel with ‘caterpillar drive’. 
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Campaigns & Scenarios 
 

Fun to write – e.g. ‘convoy protection’, ‘port raid’ etc. ‘Beat ‘em up’ games between 

fleets are also fun to play, as are campaigns. Set appropriate ‘victory conditions’ for each. 

We’re not going to be prescriptive. 

 

Initiative 
 

Each turn each side rolls a D6, adding +1 if an ‘Exceptional’ admiral, -1 if a ‘Poor’ 

admiral PLUS the ECM value of current force flagship. The winner holds initiative and 

has the choice of being ‘Side B’ in the sequence of play, and moving second. 

 

Weather & Smoke 
 

These rules use the 8 cardinal points of the compass – N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW. 

 

At the start of play decide the direction the wind is blowing from and North. Each turn 

roll 2 X D5 (one red, one green). If the difference is >2 to ‘red’ the wind will shift 1 

compass point clockwise (i.e. N to NE), if >2 to ‘green’ it will shift 1 point anti-

clockwise (i.e. N to NW). If the dice scores are equal twice running a calm has fallen and 

there is no wind until this is repeated, when it re-starts from the start of play direction. 

 

Smoke dissipates after 2 turns if not renewed. Simply lay cotton wool counters across the 

movement track of the laying ship. It will drift 1” a turn with any wind. 

 

Unless stated below use scenario legislation for ‘bad weather’ and ‘shoal’ effects. 

 

Visibility & Location 
 

SURFACE AND AIRCRAFT: Visual range is 30” basic - plus 10” per ECM rating of 

current flagship (e.g. ECM 1 = 40”).  If you can ‘see’ it – you can react to it. Bad weather 

reduces visibility by half – but still add all ECM bonuses to ranges (e.g. ECM 1 in bad 

weather = 25”). We factor out ship’s spotter planes by adding 15” to their basic 30” 

visibility in good weather. 

 

A clear ‘line of sight’ is needed to fire a broadside at a target, otherwise only half can be 

brought to bear. 
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SUBMERGED SUBMARINES: To locate submarines using Asdic/sonar (where fitted) 

the range is 1” PLUS 3” per value of ECM (e.g. ECM 3 = 10”). To successfully detect a 

sub ships/aircraft/subs need to roll a 5 or above on a D6 ADDING their ECM value - a 

‘natural 1’ rolled always being a fail. Successful detection reveals a target counter to be 

either a sub, or a ‘Red Herring’ (‘RH’ - see below for explanation). A detected RH is 

removed from play – a located submarine declared and any of its remaining RHs voided 

and removed from play. N.B. A submarine that fires weapons voids its RHs, but these 

and the sub counter can move off again from the point of firing upon subsequent turns, as 

described below under movement. 

 

SUBMARINE EVASION: Once a submarine has been located it can only shake off 

detection by ‘evasion’. To ‘evade’ roll a 5 or 6 on a D6 (add ‘1’ if Exceptional Crew’) 

and shuffle and place the submarine counter and its two RHs up to 5” away from it’s 

present location. The detection process will then need to begin all over again. 

 

Communication 
 

Flags / Aldis etc have the same range as the current visibility. Radio has an unlimited 

range. WITH ALL communications roll a D6 – if a ‘6’ is rolled the message is not 

received - but can be diced for on subsequent turns. ‘Repeater’ frigates can hoist a 

message received for transmission on the next turn. 
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Movement 
 

DISTANCES: 

Ships 0-10 kts  1”  (i.e. 1
st
 to 3

rd
 rate sail / all oared / all submerged) 

Ships 11-20 kts 2”  (4
th

 to 5
th

 rate sail, surfaced submarines) 

Ships 21-30 kts 3” 

Ships 31+ kts  4” 

Piston engined / Helicopter / VTOL Aircraft 18” (minimum 5” – helicopters can hover) 

Jet Aircraft    24” (minimum 8”) 

 

TURNING CIRCLES: 

Ships:   ½” minimum move forward before able to make a turn of up to 45º 

Aircraft:  2” minimum move forward before able turn of up to 90º (up to 180º if  

VTOL or Helicopter). 

 

WIND EFFECTS: 

With sailing ships if the wind is behind (i.e. to their rear 180° arc) ADD 1” to movement 

if holding the ‘wind gauge’ at the start of the turn. Tacking is factored out - but no sailing 

ship can sail within 45° of either side of the prevailing wind direction, just ‘jib’ and turn 

on the spot up to 90°. If there is ‘no wind’ move at ½ speed for one turn, thereafter 

launch boats (this takes 1 turn) and tow a maximum of ½” a turn. 

 

OTHER SHIP MOVEMENT EFFECTS: 

a) Motive damaged ships reduce their maximum speed by 1/3 for each box checked 

off. All checked off – drift ½”with the wind (submerged submarines can surface 

on a D6 roll of 6 – otherwise they are considered sunk). 

b) Ships using both sails and oars (or oars and steam) count the best system for their 

current mode and add any wind bonus.  

c) SUBMERGED SUBMARINES. Move three identical counters, one for the sub 

itself and two misleading ‘Red Herrings’ (RH). When surfacing void any RH; 

when submerging place both RH and the ship counter, shuffle, and move off 

independently. A nuclear powered submerged submarine may use its surface 

speed. On the turn submerging or surfacing a submarine must move at its 

submerged speed. A submerged submarine can DOUBLE its speed, but by so 

doing voids all its RH. 
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OTHER AIRCRAFT MOVEMENT EFFECTS: 

a) Fleet carriers can launch and/or recover 1 ‘wave’ per turn. Smaller carriers or 

ships can launch OR recover 1 per turn (smaller carriers operating VTOL aircraft 

or helicopters count as fleet carriers for this purpose). These rates may need to be 

varied as required, depending on the ship type. 

b) Aircraft can loiter over the table until they have discharged their weapons, when 

they must return to their base to rearm and refuel. This is EXCEPT for long range 

patrol and ‘AWACS’ who can remain on station for the course of a game. 

 

Mines 
 

Ships can lay one ‘mine’ or ‘Mine RH’ counter per turn. If any ship moves within 1” of a 

counter it will explode with the same effect as if 2 X torpedoes (see below). Exploding 

RH cause no damage – and are voided. 

 

Mines can be ‘swept’ by designated minesweeper capable ships moving at a speed of up 

to 1” and ‘firing’ at the counter. No other weapons may be fired by the sweeping ship that 

turn – and the counter is simply removed from play.  
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Aircraft & Air To Air Combat (A2A) 
 

All aircraft have 1 ‘load’ of weapons to use before returning to base to rearm and reload 

(except for the types detailed above able to loiter). The types of aircraft used have been 

rationalised for play as below:- 

 

Long Range Patrol  Carries 1 X bomb OR ASW depth charge. Combat value 1.  

AWACS  Unarmed. Combat value 0. 

Piston-Engined Fighters Carry 1 X bomb OR can intercept other aircraft. Combat 

value 1 OR 2 (1= Fiat Falco, Gladiator etc. 2= ME109, Spitfire, 

Zero etc.) 

Dive Bomber Carries 2 X bomb. Combat value 0 

Torpedo Bomber Carries 1 X Torpedo. Combat value 0 

Level Bomber Carries 1 X Missile OR 1 X bomb. Combat value 1 (in defence 

only) 

Kamikaze If successful in hitting a ship count the impact as 2 X bomb and 1 

X torpedo. Combat value is -1 (too preoccupied) 

Jet Multi Role/Strike Count as dive bomber OR level bomber OR fighter depending on 

warload. Combat value 3 (for c.1950-1969 types like Skyhawk or 

Forger); 4 (c.1970-1990 types like Sea Harrier); 5 (c.1990s+ types 

like Typhoon or F14).  

 

Instead of moving ‘fighters’ can be assigned to intercept enemy aircraft as part of a 

Combat Air Patrol (CAP). Interception is considered automatic unless the enemy is 

considered significantly superior (e.g. piston-engined aircraft couldn’t intercept a jet).  

 

ASW Helicopters move as if ordinary aircraft, but may act as a ship’s ASW weapons and 

scouts ONLY. They have a -2 combat value against other aircraft.   

 

A2A COMBAT: This is pretty much factored out. 

a) The range for A2A combat across the table is 2” for those with guns – extended to 

4” for those with AA rockets.  

b) Where aircraft ‘waves’ meet in A2A they ‘pair off’, rolling 1 X D6 each and 

adding their combat values (as above). The loser is shot down.  

c) In multiple combats each extra aircraft wave allocated to a pair adds 1 further 

point to a combat’s dice scores. 

d) Where scores draw no damage that turn is inflicted to either side. 

e) ‘Exceptional pilots’ can add 1 to each combat 
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Firing Weapons 
 

RANGES, ARCS AND QUALIFICATIONS 

 

The firing arc for all ships and aircraft is up to 45º from its bow, per broadside. Bow or 

stern facing turrets generally have a 180º arc. Restricted or enhanced arcs should be 

stated on a ship’s SD. A ship’s ‘broadside value’ can be split between targets (or between 

bow and stern targets if turreted). Obviously where broadside values are split ‘rounding 

up’ can never exceed the basic broadside. 

 

Each of the weapons on the below chart can throw ONE DICE per turn per WEAPON 

POINT to hit.  

 

Ranges are:- 

Siege weapons     2” 

Smoothbore Cannon:   8” 

Breechloading Guns to 7”: 30”  

Guns 8”-10”:   35”   

Guns 11”-13.5”  40”  

Guns 14”+   45” 

 

Each of the weapons on the below list generate WEAPON POINTS as below under 

‘WEAPON DICE.  

 

Torpedoes: These move for 4 turns at 4” speed (6” speed after c.1970). Use counters, 

and little dice as turn indicators. Guided torpedoes will track their target. Each 

tube can launch ONCE per ALTERNATE turn. N.B. Submarines have only 

THRRE salvos of all types per game. 

 

Missiles: These move for 3 turns at 25” speed (use counters and little dice as turn 

indicators – guided will track their target). Each tube can launch ONCE per 

ALTERNATE turn. N.B. Submarines have only THRRE salvos of all types per 

game. 

 

Bombs: Range 1/2” from the launching aircraft. ONE SHOT ONLY PER BOMB 

LOAD 

 

ASW:  Range 1”. FIRE EACH TURN. ONE SHOT PER LAUNCHER. 

 

For AA and anti-missile GOALKEEPER, see below. 
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‘DAMAGE HITS’ & WEAPON DICE 

 

Unless stated below all weapons roll 1 X D6 per weapon point to see if a ‘hit’ is scored. 

 

Torpedoes: Hits by counters are considered ineffective when reaching their target on a 

D6 score of 1 or 2. For each effective impact roll 2 X dice for damage hits scored 

and ignore a ships armour as defence (unless it is deemed to have a specific 

torpedo belt armour). 

Missiles: Hits by counters are considered ineffective when reaching their target on a 

D6 score of 1. For each effective impact roll 3 X dice for damage hits scored but 

DON’T ignore armour as a defence. 

Bombs: These ‘miss’ on a D6 score of 1 to 3 (miss on a 1 only if guided). For 

impacts by bombs roll 2 X dice per bomb for damage hits scored – ignore the 

ships armour as a defence of this damage. 

ASW:  These ‘hit’ on a D6 score of 5 or 6 (add ECM value of firer -1, e.g. ECM 3 

add 2). Roll 2 X dice for damage per hit. 

 

For other Weapons (‘Gunnery’) a ‘5’ or ‘6’ scored equals 1 X damage hit. Follow the 

below sequence:- 

a) A ‘6’ only is required to hit if ‘DD’ size, sailing frigate, or smaller.  

b) HALVE the dice pool if the salvo is being fired at over half its weapon range. 

c) Reduce the dice pool by 2 if at night and/or firing through smokescreen.  

d) Add one to the dice pool per firer’s ECM point. 

e) Deduct one from the dice pool if the target ship is moving 3” or faster. 

f) Add one to the dice pool if plunging shot (from greater than 15” away).  

g) Add 2 dice to the pool if cannon and making a ‘raking shot’ (i.e. has moved 

across an enemy bow or stern that turn).  

h) Add 1 dice to the pool if ‘Exceptional’ crews (e.g. British Napoleonic)  

i) Deduct 1 dice from the pool if ‘Poor’ crews (e.g. Turkish Napoleonic) 

j) HALVE the dice pool if the salvo is from cannon against an armoured target 

k) Add 2 dice to the pool if non-cannon guns firing on a wooden and/or rigged ship 

l) Deduct 2 dice if first shot at target 

 

ARMOUR: Unless stated above armour can be used to negate damage hits from each 

salvo. ARMOUR counts as a system that can be damaged and where it is fitted MUST 

alternate with hull, the loser chooses which to allocate to first. E.g. two hits = 1 armour 

reduced, 1 hull reduced. 1 hit = 1 armour OR 1 hull reduced. If more than two hits are 

received the third must be allocated as ‘Specific Damage’ (SPD – see below). E.g. Six 

hits scored on a battleship lose 2 X Amour, 2 X Hull and must take 2 X SPD. 

  
ANTI AIRCRAFT FIRE: Range is 2” on a 360º arc. A 6 is needed to hit per AA point shot. Add 

the firer’s ECM rating when testing to hit. Any hit destroys the target aircraft. Ships may fire AA 

weapons in support of friends. 

ANTI MISSILE ‘GOALKEEPER’: 2” range on a 360º arc. Only ships with ECM 3 can use their 

AA points as ‘goalkeeper’ instead of as AA weapons, and if the goalkeeper is used a ship can’t 

fire other AA weapons that turn. Roll a D6 per each 2  X AA points. A 6 intercepts the missile. 

Ships may fire ‘goalkeepers’ in support of friends within range. 
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Damage Allocation / Repair 
 

If more than 2 boxes of hull (not armour) are lost per salvo – roll on the chart below for 

each point that EXCEEDS two. All hull checked off – sunk (unless wooden ship rolling a 

‘6’ in which case floating hulk until repaired).  N.B. It follows, therefore, every third hit 

MUST be allocated as ‘specific damage’ (SPD). Roll 1 X D6 per SPD hit.  

 

1) Armament – lose one weapon or flight deck point on impact arc. Torpedo and 

mine hits must roll again. 1-3 additionally allocate as per score 3 (below), 4-5 

additionally allocate as if score 5 (below), 6 additionally allocate as score 2 

(below). If all such items crossed off allocate as further hull damage.  

2) Motive damage – roll again. 1-2 lose a motive point, 3-6 ignore as negligible 

damage. Submarines reduced to ‘1’ must surface immediately. If all such items 

crossed off allocate as further hull damage. 

3) Other equipment. Lose any one item off SD AND 1 X crew. If all such items 

crossed off allocate as further hull damage. 

4) Fire – roll 2 additional dice AND lose 1 X crew. If all such items crossed off 

allocate as further hull damage. 

5) Steering – can’t turn next move. SS can not longer submerge – if underwater must 

surface immediately. If steering already damaged allocate as further hull damage. 

6) ‘Critical hit’ – roll 2 X further dice and allocate. If ‘doubles’ are rolled the 

magazine has exploded (or the vessel is badly holed) and the ship sinks. 

  

N.B. Where there is a choice the controller of the damaged ship can choose which SD 

box to cross off – representing the judicious use of ‘damage control’ teams. 

 

REPAIRS. Roll one D6 per 2 X crew to repair one SD item EXCEPT for steering and 

motive which require 4 X crew to make a single repair roll. Qualifications:  

a) Players can NEVER repair crew. 

b) Ships can’t repair more than 1 hull point per turn.  

c) ‘Exceptional’ crew can always make 1 repair roll of any type - no matter how few 

are left. 

d) Marines count as HALF normal crew for repair rolls. 

e) Armour cannot be repaired.  

f) Each turn insufficient crew are available to make a repair, if a ‘6’ is rolled a single 

repair attempt may be made. 

 

A 5 or 6 repairs an SD item.  
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Ramming / Grappling / Boarding Combat 
 

If a ship fitted with a purpose built ram impacts upon the beam of a target vessel allocate 

damage to the target as per 2 X torpedo hits (see above) – if impacting elsewhere as if 1 

X torpedo hit. All other ramming results in damage to the ramming ship as 1 X torpedo 

hit (see above). Either the rammer or the rammed may then attempt to grapple. Spar 

torpedoes explode as per normal torpedoes. 

 

To successfully grapple a ship must move next to (or have first rammed) its target and 

roll a D6 – a 4 or above is required. Add 1 to this score if equipped with a corvus or 

similar specialist grappling weapon. 

 

Once grappled boarding combat can result. To resolve this add the crew units of each side 

involved and roll a D6. The loser loses the difference in crew units, the winner half that 

number. If the scores tie the result is inconclusive and both lose a crew unit. N.B. 

‘Exceptional’ crew add ‘2’ to their dice score, poor crew deduct ‘2’. Marines count as 

DOUBLE crew for boarding combat calculations. 

 

Ships captured by boarding cannot move or fire for the first turn after capture. 

 

Anything Not Above 
 

Ships reduced to 1 crew continue on their present course and speed or drift 1” with any 

wind. They cannot fire and count as out of the game. 

 

For small ‘boats’ like landing craft and MTB boats count as if a aircraft ‘wave’ counter, 

but with an appropriate surface move speed. They can be shot at by gunnery and missiles 

on a ‘1 hit sinks all’ basis per counter. 
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Blank Ship SDs 
 

Name: 

Speed: 

Port broadside:  

Starboard broadside:  

Bow and stern able:  

Torps and missiles:  

AA:  

ECM:  

Aircraft:  

Motive left:  

Hull left:  

Armour:  

Crew left:  

Notes: 
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